A Choice for a Lifetime

Sometime during a student's years at O.U. he must make a decision on the direction his studies should take him. The University Guidance and Testing Service is ready to help him help himself.

The Post Cards We Should Have Sent

With just three weeks to whisk through Europe, many Sooner tourists did little letter writing. For those who stayed at home while their friends enjoyed the annual Alumni Tour, these post cards provide a capsule trip.

A Noble Experiment

Shoestring operations are nothing new, but Dr. Howard P. Clemens's fisheries center at Noble puts others in the shade in terms of what has been accomplished in spite of lack of funds.

1962 Big Red Forecasting—Family Style

Once again Sooner forecasters try to analyze the statistics and come up with an accurate ranking of the Big Red. This year two alumni give the predictions a different twist with a His and Hers approach.
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University gardeners rarely loaf on the job, but this summer a moment's rest was well deserved. It gave the men who keep the campus in shape a chance to lean back and survey the acres of beautifully trimmed lawns, and colorful flower beds that made the summer campus the finest in years. (Page 3)